Advantages and Disadvantages of using Food Grate Stainless Steel Rods for Internal Fixation of Femoral Transverse Fractures in Rabbits (Review Study)
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Abstract

The present study designed to focus on the advantages and disadvantages of using food grate stainless steel rods (FGSR) as internal fixation methods for induced transverse fractures in the mid shift of the femoral bones in rabbits. 200 cases were collected from 2007 to 2020, all these cases were employed to induced transverse fractures in the mid shift of femoral bone, 100 of them used the rods for internal fixation, 80 of the cases used the rods for fixation the natural xen- bony implantation from sheep or calves, and the others 20 cases used the rods for internal fixation of the synthetics nano bony implantation. The physical, chemical, clinical and radiographic parameters were used for evaluation, the physical and chemical analysis showed that the rods not change during sterilization, implantation or when exposed to different types of ray besides the chemical constant is about the same level measurement of the medical intramedullary pins (IMP), while the clinical observation revealed that the rods can used strongly and successfully for fracture fixation and support the animal to bear the weight, the limb used for walking gradually after 24-48 hours p. o. with some cases shown the FGSR pulled from the bone, other suffer from infection with pus formation with lateral deviation of the stifle joint or re-fracture. While the radiological finding revealed that the FGSR insert and fix the fractures fragment and the bony implantation, the pins seemed stable and fit the intramedullary canal and fracture fragments, while some cases shows that the pin not insert properly inside the femoral bone with case of multible and comminuted fractures, other case shown the FGSR pass and penetrate the stifle joint. The conclusion is, there are many advantages with minor or very little disadvantages for using the FGSR as internal fixation of the induced transverse fractures in the mid shift of the femoral bones and for natural and synthetics bony implantation in rabbits.
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Introduction

Fractures can be defined as a medical condition in which there is damage in the continuity of the bone, can be results from high force impact or stress, or from a certain medical conditions that weaken the bones [1-3].

Generally, fractures can be fixed either by internal fixation with intramedullary pin, bone plate with screw, stainless steel wire, or by external fixation like plaster of pairs, plastic casts, mason meta, and modified Thomas splints and semi cast, or may be combination between two internal fixation methods or between internal and external fixation like pinning with cirlcer stainless steel wire, bone plate with screw with external splint [1,2].

Fixation by intramedullary pinning (IMP) has become the stander of treatment for long bone fractures, this technique is success and easy, commonly used, and less traumatic to ill animal [4,5].

Nazht Humam H, et al. [6] conclude that using food grate stainless steel rods (FGSR) size 2.25-2.5 mm can be used strongly and successfully in internal fixation of induced transverse mid shift fractures of femoral bones and fixation of the natural and synthetics bony implantation in rabbits instead of the medical IMP and the results can be determined radiographically [7-11].

IMP are usually made of titanium and stainless steel, come in various lengths and diameters to fit most femur bones, with several advantages, including lower mechanical failure rates and improved biocompatibility [12,13]. And one of the significant advantages of IMP over other methods of fracture fixation is that IMP share the load with the bone, rather than entirely supporting the bone. Because of this, patients are able to use the extremity more quickly. IM implants don't really speed bone healing and they don't take the place of bone healing, but to hold the fracture in proper alignment while the normal healing process takes place. Some IM rods are designed to have sufficient strength to carry the load of the body, and that is why people can often place weight on the extremity sooner than if you had to wait for full healing of the bone [13].

Frik EJ, et al. [14], refer to the advantages of using IMR for internal fixation in that they easy to use with low cost, less of bone exposed comparing with other methods (bone plate), with minimal amount of tissue damage and distraction, and do not need to support it with the external fixation, and do not lead to deformity of loss the function of the affected limbs or any joint stiffness, and according to the advantages above it have highly union rate of the femur about 97% [4,5].

while the disadvantages of using the IMP for the internal fixation may not lead to immobilization, not stopped the circulation movement, lead to bone marrow destruction and the inner blood circulation and may lead to infection due to interance of microorganism, may lead to osteomyelitis, may lead to loss in the pins, less stable fixation, slower return to function, secondary bone union, more involved after care [14,15].

The aim of this study is to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of FGSR for internal fixation of the induced fracture in the femoral bone in rabbits from reviewing the cases from January 2007 until March 2020 in veterinary surgery and obstetric department/college of veterinary medicine/university of Baghdad

Materials and Methods

The data were collected from 200 practical from January 2007 – March 2020 as following, 100 cases employed for bone grafting / implantation, 80 case used to induced two transverse fractures in the mid shift of the femoral bone to remove about 1cm of the bone and replaced by the same size and length of natural Xeno bony implantation from sheep ribs, or radial bone of calves, they fixed by FGSR, the animals divided to control and two treatment group which exposed to different dosage of low level laser therapy (LLLT) and electromagnetic field therapy. And the remaining 20 cases were employed to remove 1cm of femoral bone and replaced by synthetic bony nano material (which prepared in the physical laboratory of college of science Al-Imustanseria University /Iraq) and follow for normal healing processing. 100 cases induced transverse fracture in the mid shift of femoral bone of rabbits and fixed by FGSR (Figure 1) and divided to control and treatment group which exposed to LLLT and followed for healing processing.

Evaluation of the Experimental Study

All the cases evaluated by the following parameters [6-11].
1. Physical and chemical analysis to the FGSR
2. Daily clinical observation

Food Grade Stainless Steel Rods (FGSR) Preparation

Cutting FGSR (each rod 90-100cm length and 2.25-2.5mm diameter) to 10-11 pieces 7.5-8.5cm length, after sterilization (Nazht, 2019), the rods used for internal fixation under general anesthesia [16], with highly aseptic technique (Figure 2). The physical and chemical analysis down to both the FGSR and medical intramedullary pins (IMP) in the Al-Nahreen University.

Results

The Results of the Physical and Chemical Analysis [6-11].

- The physical and chemical analysis have the same or near the same measurement level in both the FGSR and the IMP, (piece of each rods send to physical laboratory in Al-Nahreen university for lab. analysis )
- The FGSR not change during different types of sterilization.
- The FGSR not change when exposed to different types of radiation.
- The FGSR not change when exposed to electromagnetic field.
- The FGSR when pulled out of the body during healing processing not change.
- The FGSR give positive results with hardness test and give strength and support to the fracture limb.

The Results of the Clinical Observation [6-11].

- Advantages:
  - The daily clinical observation revealed inflammatory signs, loss appetite during several hours P.O. which disappear within two days P.O.
  - The experimental animals begin to use the limb in walking gradually from the first week until the end of the healing processing period.
  - The FGSR support the fracture limb and the animals can bear the body weight during the walking, running, and jumping during fracture healing processing.
  - There was no body rejection or complication during FGSR implantation.
  - FGSR can be easy removed after fracture healing

- Disadvantages:
  - 3 cases suffering from infection and pus formation from the site of FGSR insertion, because the pin moved freely outside the body.
  - 3 cases showed that the FGSR pulled outside the skin with limb deviation when walking and support body weight
  - 10 cases show lateral deviation at the stifle joint during walking within two month p. o. then eight of them return normally and two remain with lateral deviation at the stifle joint until the end of the experimental period.
  - 8 case die after surgical operation 4 of them at the first 24 hours p. o. and
  - 2 cases of them within the first month p. o. and the last 2 cases die at the end of the one and half month p. o.
  - Some case suffering from stitch abscess, wound dehisces.
  - Little case showed great swelling at the surgical sites with pus formation at the surgical operation.
The Results of the Radiological Finding

- **Advantages:**
  - Well fragment stability with good healing processing which evaluated radiographically (Figure 3.1).
  - The pin can be removed from the fracture femoral bone after the radiological union at the end of the six week with clear signs of the hard callus formation and disappears of the fracture line (Figure 3.2).
  - Type of fracture healing by secondary bone repair by endochondral ossification with new hard callus formation continued by remodeling phase

- **Disadvantages:**
  - Excessive amount of the new bone formation around the fracture site
  - Multiple bone fractures especially at the distal fragment or a site of fracture (Figure 4.1 and 4.2).
  - The FGSR penetrate distally to the stifle joint (Figure 4.3.)
  - The pin may not insert in the distal fragments or it may be out (Figure 4.4).
  - None or mal union may be occurs during healing fractures processing.
  - The FGSR fill bony canal and interfere with bone marrow and circulation.

---

### Discussion

#### The Physical and Chemical Analysis

- **Advantages:**

  FGSR and the medical IMP are similar for that both not change during sterilization, or when exposed to different types of rays that agree with [8], that using food grate stainless steel rods (FGSR) size 2.25–2.5 mm can be used strongly and successfully in internal fixation of induced transverse mid shift fractures of femoral bones in rabbits instead of the medical IMP, and both have the same physical and chemical properties, the FGSR made of stainless steel which lead to proper mechanical stability with no body rejection as mentioned by [8,12,13] that Intramedullary nails are usually made of titanium or stainless steel come in various lengths and diameters to fit most femur bones and has several advantages, including lower mechanical failure rates and improved biocompatibility. Share the load with the bone

  IM rods supporting the bone fragments and because of this, patients are able to use the extremity more quickly [6-10,11].

- **Disadvantages:**

  These types of implants don't really speed bone healing and they don't take the place of bone healing. Any metal implant used to stabilize a fracture is designed to hold the fracture in proper alignment while the normal healing process takes place [12,13].

  While bone healing may not speed up by using the FGSR, they designed to have sufficient strength to carry the load of the body, and the patient place weight on the extremity sooner after implantation [8,13].

---

#### Clinical Observation

- **Advantages**

  FGSR which used as Intramedullary pinning in femoral fracture fixation is popular easy to use, gives good stability and fixation and this is exactly what mentioned from others workers like [4,5] they declare that IMP become the stander of treatment for long bone fractures, success and easy, commonly used, and less traumatic to ill animal. The good results of using FGSR for internal fixation which achieved radiographically by callus formation due to periosteal reaction around the fracture line, during healing process that conducted with [17].

  Easy to use with low cost, less of bone exposed comparing with other methods (bone plate), Minimal amount of tissue damage and distraction. Do not need to support it with the external fixation, Do not lead to deformity of loss the function of the affected limbs or any joint stiffness [8,14]. The FGSR
not change during sterilization or exposed to different type and dosage of irradiation, as proved practically [8] because of its element mixtures. The inflammatory signs which occurs immediately after the surgical operation during the inflammatory stages and the clinical observation, they returned to normal condition in few days after operation, all these signs were normal during the inflammatory phase post operation as mentioned by [6-10,18].

The surgical incision healed normally without complication except some cases suffered from stitch abscess, which also healed rapidly after local treatment, and this information agree with [19], and the affected limb began to use the limbs in the movement and support the weight several days p. o., this statement agree with [19] that lameness disappear gradually especially in stable fracture, and the inflammatory signs and healing process of the wound are normally occurs after surgical operation in rabbits. No-body rejection or complication during the healing processing.

The FGSR can be easy and successfully used for internal fixation of induced transverse fractures in the mid shift of the femoral bone besides it can fix and implanted the natural xeno-bony implantation of the sheep and calves origin and the synthetic nano-bony implantation [6-11]. The intramedullary pins remain in the place during all healing periods with now signs of infection, and the animal comfortable with the device, and this agree with [20], who refer that the intramedullary rod generally remains in the bone for the life of the patient can be removed if it causes pain or other problem

> **Disadvantages:**
> The animals suffering from pain when insert the pin for fracture fixation, or when remove the pins it need other operation for that [20]. Not lead to immobilization, Not stopped the circulation movement, Lead to bone narrow destruction and the inner blood circulation and may lead to infection due to iterance of microorganism, May lead to osteomyiltis, May lead to loss in the pins, Less stable fixation, Slower return to function, Secondary bone union, More involved after care [8,14,15].

**Radiological Findings**

> **Advantages:**
> Fracture healing by secondary bone repair (endochondral ossification), with new hard callus formation continued by remodeling phase as in the IMP [4,5]. Excessive amount of the new bone formation around the fracture site because the micro movement of the intramedullary pin, with a gap between the two femoral fragments. The healing processing by secondary fracture healing, in that the periostal reaction and callus formation which later converted to mature or hard callus which increase in volume and density and gradually pass the fracture gap to form the bony bridge, to join the two fractures fragment, with disappear of the fracture line from the proximal and distal part of the bone away from the fracture line, the cortex still not completely incorporated within the fracture line and this agree with [17].

All the radiographic finding of FGSR during fracture healing processing is the same compare with medical IMP as published by [8,9,21]. Which started from periostal reaction with gradually disappear the fracture line and gap. The remodeling phase, which achieved by homogenous external callus with smooth outer border and stop formation of more callus around the fracture line and the cortex begins to incorporated and this agree with [17,22], patency of the medullary canal was maintained due to the presence of the intra nails [17,24,25]. Complete healing fracture process occurs from the signs of radiological union, hard callus around the fracture produced the bridge and completely disappear the fracture line [6,9,24,25].

> **Disadvantages:**
The FGSR fill bony canal and interfere with bone marrow and circulation [14,15].

**Conclusion**

> The advantages of using FGSR can be summarized by, The FGSR is suitable methods for internal fixation of the induced femoral fracture in rabbits because it easy to use, easy to modified, popular, not expensive easy to find, with no complication or body rejection
> The healing processing and remodeling phase during using FGSR is by secondary bone union and the FGSR can support the body to bear the weight and give proper alignment to fractures fragments.
> All the chemical and physical analysis of FGSR is the same as in the medical IMP, and not change during different methods of sterilization, not irritant, not corrosive not carcinogenic and not altered during different types of irradiation or electromagnetic field.
> The disadvantages are very rare or absent which include, Pain, infection, joint trauma, with failed in bone alignment. Lateral deviation of the stifle joint with improper limb gait, fracture complication with comminuted or multible re-fracture may occur. With Some very little case shows the pin going out the body or it not fit to support weight or fracture alignment and some of the FGSR mineral content is not standard as in the medical IMP, and Removing the intramedullary pinning after fracture repair and radiological union need other operation.
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